The Tradesmen's Camp 1923-1927
The Tradesmen's Camp was established in 1923 on the eastern side of the quagmire on either
side of the old road that runs across the hill opposite Lotus Bay Yarralumla. The camp was
removed in late 1927. Part of the area of the camp is covered with embassy grounds and
buildings above Forster Crescent. The land in Stirling Park was left to regenerate and thus
through good fortune has remained very much as the day the last man walked out from the
camp. This site, along with that of its neighbours - Contractor Howie's settlement to the west
that too is relatively undisturbed presents a unique opportunity to study the sites. This site,
however, becomes even more significant when one realizes that the men who lived here
worked on the
construction of the
territory's first
Federal building - that
is the Provisional
Parliament House.
The site, then known
as Westlake - now
Stirling Park - was
selected primarily
because of its
proximity to the
building site. It was
also out of sight of
permanent buildings.

Left is a NCA map
showing the area of
the quagmire – on
eastern side are
concrete markers *
that show sites in the
camp referred to in
this document. The
road in the lower
section is Forster
Crescent and near the
lake – Alexandrina
Drive.

Above is a diagram published in Westlake One of the Vanished Suburbs of Canberra. The areas marked gardens
have been re-evaluated at Aboriginal Rock arrangements. The work is not to scale but notes the camps and
Howie’s settlement in relation to each other and the 1890s road. Two other tracks, one below Forster Crescent
and the other below the tent sites are not marked on this mud map. The tents of No 1 are incorrectly marked.

The Tradesmen’s Camp Site
The quagmire that separates Howie's Cottage and single men's camp from the Tradesmen's
Camp runs down the hill (S-N) to the flat land where it veers towards the east and spreads out.
Contemporary photographs suggest that the majority of tents were erected on the lower side
of the old road. According to contemporary accounts and the photographs the tents were
erected close to each other in rows. The size of each tent shared by two men was around 10
foot by 8 foot. The Tradesmen's Camp tents differed from others in the territory in that they
had wooden sides to the tents. They, like other tents in the territory also had wooden floors.
The campsite was an excellent one. It was above the tree line and sheltered in the curve of the
hill - thus was protected from the strong winds that swept the open paddocks of the territory.
It faced north and received the benefit of the morning sun and the old tracks and roads in the

area made access to and from home to the nearby workplace easy. The quagmire also
provided a convenient drain to remove both storm and waste-water from the building sites.
Sometime after the last house in The Gap at Westlake was removed in 1965 a number of new
permanent roads were built in the area. They include Perth, Empire and Darwin Avenues and
Forster Crescent. The latter road cuts across the hillside just below the brow of the hill
opposite Lotus Bay. Towards the State Circle end of the hill the grounds slopes down into a
gully. On the upper side of Forster Crescent are a number of embassies and Lord Casey's 1930s
red brick house. This road disturbs three sites at the Tradesmen's Camp - the Sanitation Blocks
and two other building sites. Through a set of drawings for new Sanitation Buildings (dated
October 1925) at least two of the buildings in the area of the Sanitation Block area are known –
Bathing & Lavatory. It is probable that Washing facilities were also provided in this area.
However the purpose of the other buildings on the upper side of the old road at this time can
only be guessed. It is probable that one is a Mess. Nearby would be a Store and Butcher's
building. The building nearest the site of No 1 Camp may belong to that camp? A clue to the
purpose of each are the drains connected with each site. Because the home of the Mess
Caterer was on the upper side of the old road on the Howie's side of the quagmire away from
the noise of the camp it is likely that one of the buildings on the upper side of the road was the
Mess. It is also known from the son of the Mess Caterer, Arthur Freeman Jr, that his family had
the use of a store room and another building. The sites of these buildings have yet to be
established.
On the lower side of the old road are the sites of at least two to three buildings. One may be a
recreation building for use by the men.

Above photograph showing three surveyors - Rayne, Percival and Martin - at the Tradesmen's Camp 1926. Note
the timber building. The small ditch dug may be to hold water pipes? OR it may be a drain dug across the hillside
to stop water from entering the living areas. These buildings were usually moved to sites using steam driven
traction engines. Such as the one shown below. On the right is a 1919 photograph showing a Mess being dragged
to a new site.

Still criss-crossing the hillside above the old road in the area least disturbed by road making and
quagmire are a number of old walking tracks that link buildings and tent sites. One of the
tracks leads directly to the entrance of the bathing block near the quagmire. Another goes
around the now non-existent building on site. These tracks also confirm the existence of two
sets of buildings on the site next to the quagmire. Knowledge of two sets come from Australian
Archival documents one of which shows the plans – dated October 1925 - for the second set of
Sanitation buildings constructed next to the quagmire on the upper side of the 1890s road.
Water was connected to the camp. Water for baths and washing could be heated in wood
fired coppers and carried to washing troughs and baths. Showers were cold. Storm and waste
water was directed via channels to the quagmire.
The area near the top of the hill - just below Forster Crescent is the older of the two sanitation
buildings sites. The second set of buildings commence about half way down the hill and differs
to the first in that a shallow trench has been added to the drainage system. In A Sanitation
report dated 27th July 1927 had the following to say about the Tradesmen’s Camp -

OLD TRADES CAMP, WESTLAKE
Being demolished and accommodation provided at Capitol Hill. 44 tents raised on wooden sides,
upper canvas portions not in good repair, floors of wood in sections, litter under some floors,
bins provided but lids not used. Mess Room and kitchen provided and run on co-operative lines
instead of usual contracting caterer.
Recommendations
1. Rake under huts where necessary and keep garbage receptacles covered.
2. Kitchen - improve natural lighting if demolition is delayed also rejoint kitchen
benches.
3. Sanitary Blocks - drainage to long quagmire to be shortened and directed to
shallow trenched patches, used alternatively.
4. Earth closets - institute portable boxes with lids for pan covers in lieu of fixed
uncovered seats if conveniences remain.
The points 3 and 4 are particularly relevant to the site on the hill. A clearly defined trench has
been dug and a clear drainage system directing water to the quagmire is still visible. This trench
is part of the second set of buildings erected post October 1925. On the other side of the old
road is another trench. Still in place on the site are stones that marked the edge of a building
above the trench – bathing area – and a reinforced stone area marking the entrance to the
building. A well worn path leads to this entrance and another breaks off from it to go up
around the now non-existent building. At the top western side of the building is a big metal peg
still sitting in a small cutaway hole in the slope of the hill. Other holes mark out sites of building
piers. On the next page – left - is a photograph taken in winter 2003 showing part of the metal
peg – above the wooden garden stake. It is in an area where the earth has been dug away from
the slope. There are several holes in this area that appear to mark places where building piers
were placed – see right.

Below photograph shows a view from the east looking west showing the trench and terraced
land. Below this area is a drain that is clearly shown in the second photograph on the top of the

next page. An arrow points to the 13 stone circle in the trench. There is another 13 stoned
edged rock lined circular depression above this area. These do not seem to serve any purpose
and I now think that they belong to the older culture. The quagmire is in the background. The
first photograph was taken during the severe drought in winter 2003 and the photograph on
the next page in October 2003 after rain. The arrow in the photograph below points to one of
the circles of 13 rocks in the area.

Both building sites use pipes set into the ground - metal on the upper site and concrete on the
lower - to direct water away from buildings to quagmire. Both use a series of rock and brick
lines to direct and slow down water on its way to the quagmire. In the upper area broken bricks
- some with concrete adhering - predominate and in the lower section rocks. Both areas have
a large hole used to collect water. Water from the holes when filled overflowed and continued
downhill. In the top area the water from this hole is directed to the quagmire and the lower
one on the opposite side of the buildings water is directed to the road.
Below are two photographs that show the pipes that direct water away from buildings. The
one on the left that uses a metal pipe belongs to the older buildings on the top section of the
hill and the one on the right that uses a concrete pipe is a detail of the one linked to the trench
constructed near the second lot of buildings.

The two photographs on the next page are of the big rocks near and in the quagmire. The one
on the left is on the upper section of the hill and was in the drainage system linked with the first
lot of sanitation buildings. On the right is the rock connected to the second lot of buildings.
The drought of 2003 revealed stone reinforcing on the slope above the big rock. Initially it was
thought that these rocks were just part of the drainage system built and used by the
tradesmen. However, re-evaluation of the rock arrangements on the hills of Stirling Park places
them as Aboriginal. They were utilized by the Tradesmen. The area around the rock on the left
has not been cleared and may also have smaller rocks placed around it. The lower photograph
shows the drainage systems on the lower section of the hill where older arrangements have
been incorporated into the drainage systems.

Below site of first set of ablution buildings constructed on the site. In the background are two
embassy buildings on the opposite side of Forster Crescent that now cuts across the hillside
below the crest of the hill.

Below is a diagram of the rubble area near the termite nest shown mid left in the earlier
photograph. This rubble is arranged into patterns that suggest Aboriginal use rather than
European. Included in the patterns are a number of river rocks. Nearby to this area – not in the
drawing, but in the area of the quagmire is a large mound with rocks and some bricks added. It
was assumed that the mound was a dump from a dray, but it is not close to one of the old
roads and in the quagmire – an odd place and may be Aboriginal?

Below is a photograph showing one of the paths in the area of the first set of buildings. This
path is one of a number that lead to and around now non-existent buildings.

Below is one of the river rocks found in the rock and brick patterns in the area of the ablution
buildings. This one is within one of the rubble circles in the upper area.

The Lavatory Block/s
The buildings in the sanitation – ablution area that are found on the eastern side of the
quagmire above the 1890s road – consisted of bathing (shower/baths), clothes washing and
lavatory blocks. Plans for the post October 1925 buildings that replaced the first buildings are
shown later in this document. It is possible that other lavatory blocks were positioned in other
places on the hill. The new plans show accommodation for four closets and a urinal. Since the
numbers in the camp ranged from around 80 men upwards (probably 100 to 150) four pans
would not be sufficient to serve the camp.
Plans for the new lavatory building show that a concrete slab was part of the design. Because
no slabs have been found with the exception of one used by the Hostel Men 1 it is likely that the
floor was timber. In the nearby quagmire a dump was found and in it were pieces of heavy
duty brown lino of the type used in office buildings. It may be that this was used in this
building? Another question is where did the contents of the urinal go? It may be that it was
directed into drains that led to the quagmire or one of the two large holes dug on the hillside.
The lavatories are referred to in documents as earth closets. The pans used in this camp - some
found on the hillside in 1925 in the area of the Sanitation Block near the top of the hill - had to
be emptied somewhere. There are two known methods of disposal at the time.
1. Contents taken to the Night Soil Depot at Westridge. It is likely that this method was
used. Nearby to the site of the newer building there is an access road that stops
abruptly at the same level of the hill as the lavatory block - it is connected to the
building site by a path. There is enough room for a horse and dray to come up to the
loading area, turn around and back to the cutaway area of a height that would have
made it convenient for the loader of the full pans to put them on the dray. The older
site near the top of the hill was serviced by a road that came up the hill between
Howie's cottages and turned across the hill above the site of the Tradesmen's Camp. In
Howie's camp in the period 1927 plus if not earlier the contents were transferred to 44
gallon drums for removal.
2. Pans emptied into holes dug in the quagmire. This method of disposal was used at
Riverbourne (1925-1926) where holes were dug into the sand near the Molonglo River
and the contents emptied. It is unlikely that holes were dug on the hillside other than at
the quagmire because the ground is very rocky and hard.

The answer to the disposal of the contents of the portable pans was answered in a find in
Australian Archives of documents relating to disposal of night soil and garbage. The files are
A6270/1 E2/28/1293. One dated 29th March 1928 for Night Soil Removal notes that Howie's
Cottages had 14 pans and a once a week clearance. The cost per pan per service was 1/3d.
Another that is relevant for the Tradesmen dated period 20th September to 26th December
1927 notes that Tradesmen's Mess and No 1 Westlake had 252 services and the cost was 15
pounds, 15 shillings. The reference to No 1 Labourers Camp is confusing in that the 1927
1

This slab clearly indicates that there four clearly defined partitioned areas.

Sanitation Report states that the camp at that time was connected to the main intercepting
sewer. However, it may refer to other lavatories in the area of the camp not connected. The
next entry referred to Tradesmen's Mess Capitol Hill that had 630 services at a cost of 39
pounds 7 shillings and 6 pence. The Red Hill Camp (No 1 Labourers moved there from
Westlake) had 420 services and Red Hill Horse Camp 468 services. Howie's Cottages Westlake
had 196 services.

A major consideration when selecting site/s for lavatory blocks is the odour and the blowfly
menace. The majority of tents if not all, were erected on the lower side of the old road sufficiently far away from the earth closets for comfort, however, not close enough for men
who in the middle of the night may have felt the call of nature and may not have wanted to
make the long trip in the dark to the urinal. A suggestion was made by the authorities that a
number of hessian sacks filled with straw be placed at convenient spots for the men to use.
The straw could be changed from time to time.
On the next page on the left is a photograph taken August 2003 from the Tradesmen's ablution
area on the lower side of the hill to the access road. On the right is a photograph that shows
the bank at the end of the path and road. The horse and dray would have come up the road,
turned and backed to this bank where the pans were loaded. In the background are buildings in
Forster Crescent. Access to the earlier lavatory block replaced sometime after October 1925
was via a road that came up the hill near Howie's cottages and veered across to the east above
the site of the Ablution Blocks. This same road was used by the Freeman family during their
stay in the Tent Cottage. The building in the background of the photograph below right is the
Brazilian Embassy in Forster Crescent Yarralumla.

On the eastern side of the buildings on the top section of the hill is a long trench dug diagonally
across the hillside. It is on the left side of the photograph below. In the background on the right
is the Brazilian Embassy in Forster Crescent.

Following the departure of the men of the camp the area was cleared of most of the rubbish.
However, every time it rains and in drought times when the grass is not long, remains of the
missed rubbish still surface. On the next page are some of the examples of what is still on site.
The small orange coloured marble may have been a codd from a soft drink bottle. The iron bar
was bent by a blacksmith. The small metal cleat is the type used in light rail.

The flattened tin shown above left, held bitumen. Also left behind – not confined in rock or
brick edged gardens are flowers that still bloom in good years. The photographs on the next
page were taken on the eastern side of the upper ablution block buildings. Spent bullets are
found on this hillside.

Below is a detail of a drain. The blue glass is from a codd bottle.

Above flowers in bloom – near the white iris.
Left is a grain that grows near one of the lower
buildings.

